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Other mass-produced commercial ciders will be available from our on-train bars and at Ingrow and Oxenhope
stations.

INGROW
Bar open 1100 to 2200 on Saturday 10th June and 1100 to 1800 on Sunday 11th June.
Cider at Ingrow is served on draught from 20 litre boxes.
BROADOAK CIDER (Clutton, Somerset) - MANGO (4.0%) - Fruit Cider
An indulgent, rich and fruity blend of Somerset cider and Indian mango, imparting a finely balanced medium sweet
taste with an invitingly fragrant aroma.
BROAKOAK CIDER (Clutton, Somerset) - PEAR & CHILLI (4.0%) - Perry
Perry is made from pears, unlike cider which is made from apples. This is a blend of Broadoak's National Gold Award
winning perry, expertly blended with an influence of South-East Asia chillies imparting a lovely warm finish.
GWYNT Y DDRAIG CIDER (Pontpridd, Wales) - TWO TREES PERRY (4.5%) - Perry
Perry is made from pears, unlike cider which is made from apples. This oak aged welsh perry is quite clear, has a
caramel nose and a dry finish. Made from blending two varieties of pears it is very lively. Popular perry and easy to
drink.
NEWTON COURT CIDER (Leominster, Herefordshire) - GASPING GOOSE (5.8%) - Medium Cider
A complex Organic medium cider with a slightly tannic finish
DRAGON ORCHARD (Ledbury, Herefordshire) - ONCE UPON A TREE, THROWN HAT (5.0%) - Medium Cider
A medium Herefordshire cider from the Harry Taylor range, aptly named from Harry's quote " If an apple tree is pruned
well, you can throw your hat through it". Deep golden in colour, bittersweet aromas of apple skin and caramel with a
herby note.
PULP CIDER (Yorkshire) - BEETROOT & ORANGE (4.0%) - Fruit Cider
A vibrant beet red cider created by moulding the earthiness of beetroot with the subtle sweetness of oranges to create
a delicious autumnal cider. If you like beetroot this will appeal to you. Award winner.
PULP CIDER (Yorkshire) - Rhubarb (4.0%) - Fruit Cider
This craft medium cider is made the way all ciders should be…from pure juice. Delicately flavoured with genuine
Yorkshire rhubarb to create a refreshingly zingy cider where the fruit tastes as it should - from Yorkshire!
PURE NORTH CIDER (Holmfirth, West Yorkshire) - DEANHOUSE DRY (7.0%) - Dry Cider
A refreshing dry cider which shows its Yorkshire origin, clean on the palate using mainly sharp and bitter-sharp cider
fruit with the addition of some eating apples from gardens in Deanhouse.
PURE NORTH CIDER (Holmfirth, West Yorkshire) - VALLEY ZEST (7.2%) - Medium Dry Cider
A real cider drinkers cider from West Yorkshire! Naturally cloudy, very full-bodied with a sharp/zesty finish.
TWISTED CIDER (Longburton, Dorset) - WILD ORCHARD (6.0%) - Sweet Cider
Deep on the Dorset/Somerset border lies a small village where the cider apple trees have been growing wild for over 40
years and it is from those apples that Wild Orchard was born. Its rich colour draws you in and tempts you to smell the
sweetness contained within and the pleasant fresh apple taste which is only produced from a natural orchard where
commercial hands have been kept away.
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DAMEMS
Bar open 1100 to 2200 on Saturday 10th June and 1100 to 1800 on Sunday 11th June.
Cider at Damems is served on draught from 20 litre boxes.
TWISTED CIDER (Longburton, Dorset) - MISTY (6.0%) - Medium Cider
A smooth mild cider with a powerful apple aroma, Misty Medium combines the great flavours of the classical Kingston
Black, Dymock Red, Harry Masters Jersey and Stoke Red. Crushed and Pressed together the cider takes on an earthy
apply experience with a slight astringent after taste.
PULP CIDER (Yorkshire) - PLUM, ORANGE & GINGER (4.0%) - Fruit Cider
The mellow taste of plum is enriched with orange and a hint of ginger to create a wonderfully balanced cider.

OXENHOPE
Bar open 1100 to 2200 on Saturday 10th June and 1100 to 1800 on Sunday 11th June.
Cider at Oxenhope is served in 500ml bottles.
CELTIC MARCHES CIDER (Bishops Frome, Herefordshire) - ABRAHALLS, SLACK ALICE - Medium Cider
A medium well rounded mellow cider with a very slight tart finish.
GWYNT Y DDRAIG CIDER (Pontpridd, Wales) - BLACK DRAGON (6.5%) - Medium Dry Cider
This special reserve cider has been hand crafted exclusively from cider apples grown by traditional methods in ageing
orchards. The juice pressed from these apples is fermented and matured in oak barrels to produce a cider rich in colour,
body and flavour with a fresh fruity aroma.
THISTLY CROSS CIDER (Dunbar, Scotland) - ELDERFLOWER - Fruit Cider
The fresh fruitiness of apples combines with the heavy citrus zest of elderflowers to give a unique aroma and warm
caramel colour. Farmhouse cider spiked with real elderflowers; their pungent astringency bestows a rich, complex
flavour laced with fruit notes. Classic pear esters underpin subtle floral sweetness.

